
              

              

              

              

              

              

              

   

It is Devil Wheelers 2nd birthday …….. Congratulations        
We celebrated where we started at Petrina and Nick’s property in Cressy.  What a great turn out, anymore and 

we would be parking in their front yard.  Good to have our interstate visitors with us again and great to have 

Garry back from the big island.            
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Some arrived on Thursday but the majority on Friday and boy was it hot, tempretures around 34 degrees.    

By evening the clouds had rolled in with a cool breeze which was very welcomed by everyone.  Some of the 

ladies tried their skill at dangleballs while some of the men watched the cricket.    

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

       

The sunset that night was magical. 
Saturday morning we are all up bright and early to  

go on a treasure hunt which was organized by  

Veronica and Peter.  We all headed off at 3 minute  

intervalls, walking all around Cressy.  A lot of fun  

and I think we all know so much about Cressy now. 

Winners by ½ a point Sue & Gerard  

 

It was astounding the lengths some people  

went to to win, searching rubbish bags and 

bins.    
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After all the strenuous exercise we stopped at the bakery to re-fuel ourselves. Pies, cakes, raisin toast, coffee, hot chocolate, everything was 

delicious. 

 

No time to sit around at the Bakery we have a disc bowls tournament 

to get to arranged by Chris & Phil    (heaven help us) 

Such a hot day so shade was sort after anywhere we could find it. 

Rumour has it that Chris threw the game with Sue & Heather as it 

looked like they were about to be pantsed.  Heather didn’t care as she 

announced she didn’t have any on. 

 

 

 

The winner of the disc bowls Mary 

and Phil. 

Congratulations 
Mary said she’s had so much 

Viagra that her arm was so stiff it 

wouldn’t go down.  
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The afternoon brought in a cool breeze and we all sat around the invisible round table for a few drinks. 

 
 

Poor old Chris was tired 

and feeling the heat but 

thankfully Phil was there 

to cool him down with 

cool water splashed 

against the fan. 

 

 

 

 

 

Some people should try to 

get their feet tanned to 

match their legs. 
 



          

 

 

         

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

           

         Just look at those desserts.  yummo 

 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

Sunday came too soon and most left mid-morning, others went for a walk down to the river then back to the 

bakery.  Lunch was a sandwich in the rotunda then the inevitable….pack up and leave.   

              

Footnote: 

Hope you have recovered from your pussy on the bed episode Dianne. 

Only took ½ hour for Phil to park his rig this time under the guidance of Peter….well done Phil. 

Bring plenty of Viagra to Evandale Rally for the disc bowls tournament Mary. 

I think Pat has started a wonderful new trend, jammies on day until 11am. 

Kay was, in her words “out of control” calling the table in for dinner. 

Let’s hope Tony can find a stray fence paling so Mary can be on the level. 

Garry bought a lay flat hose, he commented “it’s the best thing I’ve ever bought that I’ve never used 

twice”. 

 

 

                                                           

It was now time for our delicious meal, perfectly cooked by Nick, Petrina, Veronica.  A full 

roast with three kinds of meat and plenty of veggies followed by several desserts.  Our 

bellies couldn’t ask for more. 

Several ladies were still astonished at how Nick washed the potatoes….in the dishwasher. 

 

 

 
 

 

What a wonderful 

meal, now to relax  

in the “man cave” 

and chat with 

everyone. 
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